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JAMES BEARD AWARD FINALIST • A casual and practical guide to grilling with Korean-
American flavors from chef Bill Kim of Chicago's award-winning bellyQ restaurants, with 80
recipes tailored for home cooks with suitable substitutions for hard-to-find ingredients.Born in
Korea but raised in the American Midwest, chef Bill Kim brings these two sensibilities together in
Korean BBQ, translating Korean flavors for the American consumer in a way that is friendly and
accessible. This isn't a traditional Korean cookbook but a Korean-American one, based on
gatherings around the grill on weeknights and weekends.Kim teaches the fundamentals of the
Korean grill through flavor profiles that can be tweaked according to the griller's preference, then
gives an array of knockout recipes. Starting with seven master sauces (and three spice rubs),
you’ll soon be able to whip up a whole array of recipes, including Hoisin and Yuzu Edamame,
Kimchi Potato Salad, Kori-Can Pork Chops, Seoul to Buffalo Shrimp, BBQ Spiced Chicken
Thighs, and Honey Soy Flank Steak. From snacks and drinks to desserts and sides, Korean
BBQ has everything you need to for a fun and delicious time around the grill.
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BiosIndexIntroductionI became a Korean American on a cold winter day in 1977, when my family
landed in Chicago after emigrating from Seoul, South Korea. My parents decided to move us to
America because they were worried for my brother and me. They wanted us to have more
options and opportunities and thought America would provide them. But I didn’t understand any
of that when we arrived in Chicago. I was seven years old, I didn’t speak the language, and I
missed my friends in Seoul. In America, I was an alien: no one looked like me. I was miserable,
and I just wanted to go back home.I ditched my first day of school in Chicago. I grabbed my
brother, who was six, and a book my Korean friends had filled with messages for me before we
left, and we hid all day in the basement of the store where my family worked. Later, we found out
the whole school had been looking for us, and I got into a lot of trouble. I had to apologize to the
entire class and to the principal. After that, my parents took me to school every day for the rest of
the year. They didn’t trust me not to run away again.I hated school that first year. I didn’t
understand what the teachers or other kids said to me, or what I was supposed to say to them.
And then there was my name! My Korean name was Bum-Suk (and my brother’s was Yu-Suk).
Imagine going to elementary school and trying to fit in and make friends with names like that! All
I wanted was a regular American name. That part of my childhood was hard, but I also cherish it
in a strange way, because it’s part of who I am today.There were maybe only two other Asian
kids in the whole school. I had to learn everything: currency, directions to the bathroom, even
how to say hello. But slowly, it got better, and a year later, when more Korean immigrants came
to our school, I was the one helping them get acclimated and guiding them through life in
America. I didn’t want them to go through the same trauma I had, and it made me happy to help
others avoid it. When you are alone in a new country and then finally see someone who looks
like you and understands where you come from, it’s very comforting.The experience was
intense, but it showed me that if I could conquer a new school, a new language, and a new
country, I could do anything. I got through it, and learned that the world isn’t so bad, and that I
could make it even better for others.After living briefly with my aunt Janet, my parents rented a
store and our family lived in the back, in one big room. We slept on mattresses on the floor and
cooked on a hot plate; it wasn’t too different from how we lived in Korea. We didn’t feel bad for
ourselves; it was just what we had, and we were perfectly fine with it. I earned extra money by
picking up glass bottles to turn in for the nickel deposits.I had some responsibilities as the oldest
of five kids in the household (which included my three cousins), some of which were about food.
When we cooked and ate at home, our food was Korean with a lot of American touches. I had
done a little bit of cooking before we left Seoul, including cooking my first cup of instant ramen
over seogtan (burning coals) when I was just six. (Yes, my mom let me cook it without anybody
helping me. Just remembering how dangerous that was makes me laugh. A little crazy,
huh?)That’s me—starting out as a Korean baby, but soon becoming an all-American kid.My first
kitchen duty in America was roasting sesame seeds and grinding them with a mortar and pestle



for my mother’s kimchi. Another of my jobs was carefully waving sheets of dried seaweed over
an open gas flame to toast them for our snack. (Sometimes I’d put them in our toaster.) Also,
every afternoon after school, I had to wash the rice, let it soak, and remember to press the
button on the rice cooker so the rice would be ready when my parents got home.But making our
after-school snack was my real specialty. The fridge was loaded with honey ham, roast beef,
bologna, and American cheese slices. Coming from Korea, where we didn’t eat sandwiches
aside from the rare luxury of a butter and sugar sandwich, having so many choices was heaven
and meant that I could make sandwiches with all of the meats. I still make them today; at our
restaurants we call it “phat style.” I also had an infatuation with hot dogs: I ate them with rice,
nori, buns, English muffins, anything, as long as there was tons of ketchup, and I still can’t eat a
hot dog without ketchup. (In Chicago, people go crazy if you eat hot dogs with ketchup, so I
pretend the ketchup is for the fries but use it for the hot dogs. But keep that quiet!) I didn’t know it
then, but those early days of caring for my family with food was when I began the process of
becoming a chef.But my best food memories are from when we would get together with other
Korean families to barbecue in the park. We were doing the most American thing, setting up
grills, playing games, chasing one another, and cooking food, but our food was Korean. We were
acclimating, but slowly.As we settled into life in Chicago, we moved around the city a bit, each
time learning about other cultures from our neighbors. We lived between an Indian neighborhood
and a Jewish neighborhood, in an area where a lot of immigrants had landed. There were
people there from all over the world, but we accepted one another. Then we moved to an Italian
neighborhood. I remember the neighbors thought we were crazy when my mom strung fish on
the clothesline attached to the pear tree in the front yard to dry them, right next to our clothes. To
fertilize the garden, she buried fish heads in the soil—they had to be buried deeply to keep the
flies away—and put crushed eggshells on top. Mom loved her garden; she grew sesame leaves
(also known as perilla), Korean chilies, and little Kirby cucumbers to make kimchi.I had a great
time living in that house. My best friend, Tony Bruno, lived nearby, and we’d go to his house after
school. Tony’s family was as Italian as mine was Korean, but there were some similarities.
Neither of our mothers spoke English, so we both understood what it was like to be the kid who
had to translate conversations for his mom. Tony’s family had a garden like ours, but they grew
tomatoes. Instead of drying fish on a clothesline, they would dry, salt, and cure their tomatoes in
wicker baskets under the sun. They even made their own wine (which, of course, Tony and I tried
a few times). Looking back, I realize that Tony’s life was like mine, just based in a different
culture. It might have been fish drying out back at my house and tomatoes drying at his house,
but we were both immigrant kids trying to figure out how to fit in and what it meant to be an
American.I got used to life in Chicago but I never really felt like I fully assimilated, especially at
school, which wasn’t for me; I was a very average student. In my junior year, school became a
scary place for me, because that was when a lot of my friends picked the college they wanted to
attend. Where was I going to get in? What would I major in? How was my family going to afford
college? I had no idea. I went to the college night at the local junior college and saw the banners



for all of the Ivy League schools—Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and Brown. I was about to walk out
when I saw a giant white-and-blue wedding cake in the middle of the room, topped with a man in
a blue tuxedo next to a bride. At first, I thought it was weird that someone was getting married at
a college, but as I approached the cake, a representative from a culinary school asked me if I
was interested in cooking. That was when I realized the cake was decorated to match the logo of
the school.A school for cooking? Was this for real? I had a million questions. What did I have to
do to get in? What did my GPA need to be? How much did it cost? Even with all of these
questions, I was relieved that I had found a path I wanted to walk. And I only found it after
noticing that wedding cake. If I hadn’t seen it, I don’t know if I would be cooking today.When I told
my parents I wanted to attend culinary school, they were very supportive, but at the same time
had no clue what that meant. I think they were just glad that I was going to get a degree in
something. I decided to first enroll in the culinary training program at the local junior college, to
save money and to stay close to home. No one I knew went to cooking school, so I was scared
about wasting money, and this was an easy way to make sure a career in cooking was right for
me. But once I started my classes, I knew I had found my calling. I went to class and inhaled the
smell of paprika, and of onions caramelizing in a pan. Those smells, the chaos of the day, tasting
all of the food—it was a dream come true. Don’t get me wrong; it was hard work. But I knew this
was something I could make a career out of while following my passion for food.I realized that I
wanted to learn more and found Kendall College, a culinary school just outside of Chicago. This
was my chance to finish my education without any limits; I even attended classes that I wasn’t
ready for, like taxidermy and advanced pastry. That was where I met my first mentor, Michel
Tournier, this tiny Frenchman who moved around like a madman. He was very direct with
everyone—there was absolutely no bullshit with him! I was scared of him, but I wanted to be in
his class, so I snuck into his demos for the advanced pastry class on working with chocolate,
pulling sugar, even cake decorating. They were at 4:30 in the morning, but his kitchen was alive.
The smells of melting butter, caramelizing sugar, warm vanilla pastry cream, and croissants
baking were everywhere, and it reverberated with the sound of eggs being cracked on a counter,
oversized whisks hitting the sides of metal bowls, and a dough shaper shaking the floor as it
rolled dozens of dough rounds at once. That scene was regularly punctuated by Michel
screaming “You burnt the sugar, Sonny!” every time a student looked away from the sugar
cooking on the stove and it went from caramel to black.I loved that place. I didn’t know many
strong, direct people growing up, so when I found a teacher like Michel, I gravitated toward him,
and we eventually became friends. When you don’t have a lot of family in the country you move
to, you adopt other people as your family. I soon started my internship at a French restaurant, Le
Titi de Paris, but instead of going out with the other cooks after working on Saturday night, I’d go
home, get four or five hours of sleep, and then meet Michel for golf every Sunday morning. We’d
play a round (a fast round—we weren’t very good), then we’d go to breakfast and eat canned
pâté with lentils and drink Merlot mixed with orange juice. I am not a big drinker, but I always
looked forward to that drink. I could talk to Michel, ask him any questions about why he prepared



something a certain way. We talked about the history of cooking, and he told me stories about
his apprenticeships, like how there was no refrigeration back then, and every morning he would
put all of the raw eggs in a big trough of water so any rotten ones would float to the top and could
be discarded.At my graduation from Kendall College, with my mentor, Michel Tournier, and my
mom.I enjoyed hearing those stories; they made me appreciate what I had. He had to leave his
childhood home in Toulouse when he was fourteen to apprentice at a restaurant in Paris. He
knew what it was like to move to a new environment when he was young, although I can’t
imagine what it would have been like to do that.As I was finishing my apprenticeship and school,
I read the book Great Chefs of Chicago and studied it like it was my homework. I wanted to work
for one of the giants and set my sights on Jean Banchet. I left Chicago on graduation day for a
job at Banchet’s Ciboulette restaurant in Atlanta. Moving to a different part of the country and
working for such a renowned chef was like another level of culinary school. It was great cooking
at the restaurant, but I also fell in love with Atlanta and its food: Fat Matt’s Rib Shack, Chick-fil-A,
Krystal burgers, sweet tea, and pimento cheese. I’ll never forget the sweet juiciness of my first
Georgia peach, or my first American barbecue of rib tips in a vinegar sauce. I went from eating
Korean food almost every day to eating American food, even if it was the line cook’s classic
quick meals of burgers, pizza, and frozen fish sticks.I returned to Chicago a few years later and
got a job cooking at Charlie Trotter’s, one of the world’s most exciting high-end restaurants at the
time. Everyone was watching to see what Charlie did next; he set the trends for American fine
dining.Trotter’s was a game-changer for me; the kitchen was like no other. We did daily tasting
menus, sometimes changing the dishes daily. Hardly anyone else in the world was cooking like
that. I was there when things were exploding for Charlie; he was opening a restaurant in Las
Vegas and writing his first cookbook. During that time, I got to try the now-famous prosciutto
made by La Quercia while its owners, Herb and Kathy Eckhouse, were still testing what they had
learned in Italy on their pigs in Iowa. When Ohio farmer Lee Jones of Chef’s Garden wanted to
try growing specialty produce for chefs, I got to sample it before anyone else in the country. I’d
call the venison supplier and request that the deer be fed figs so that four months later, the
venison we served would have the faint, sweet undertones of the fruit. I couldn’t have dreamed
up a job like this one. I never knew what to expect on any given day, or what out-of-this-world
idea Charlie would come up with and have us tackle. With Charlie, you had to be prepared for
anything.That’s me, Charlie Trotter, and about $25,000 of truffles. Just another day at the
restaurant!I planned to work there for a year and then go to South Korea and learn Asian
cooking, but when my year was up, I decided to stay on. After a while, however, I was ready for
something new. Although I had learned a lot from Charlie, the restaurant felt like a bubble. I never
got to meet the customers and missed the feeling of taking care of people by feeding them. Also,
I still wanted to find an Asian chef to work for. Back during my apprenticeship, I remembered the
sous chef had come to me one day with a bunch of lemongrass and said, “Hey, how do I use
this?” It boggled my mind that he assumed I would know how to use it. He didn’t know I was
Korean and not Vietnamese; to him, all Asians were the same.I met chef Susanna Foo at a



Masters of Food & Wine event because Charlie had asked me to help her prepare her food. But
she didn’t want anyone in the big kitchen to see how she worked, so we sat in her hotel room all
afternoon filling dumpling skins and pinching them together, using the nightstand as our
countertop. We were away from the kitchen and all of the famous chefs—and it was terrific. After
that, she asked me to work with her at her restaurant, Susanna Foo Chinese Cuisine, and I
realized that this was my opportunity to learn more about Asian ingredients from a great chef. I
moved to Philadelphia to work in her kitchen, which was full of Chinese, Cambodians, and
Mexicans; no one could communicate with one another, but it worked. And in her cooking,
Susanna was putting cultures together in a way that felt entirely new. From her, I learned to
season my food with soy sauce instead of salt, when to use coconut milk instead of relying on
heavy cream, and how to use dashi to make sauces. It was yet another education for me. In
French food, you reduce sauces to build flavor from the start, but in Asian food, you build flavors
by adding something bright and fresh at the end of cooking. I was learning how to cook with
lemongrass and other Asian ingredients that were both familiar and new.But then, Charlie
offered me the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to return to Charlie Trotter’s to be his chef de
cuisine, so I went back to Chicago in February 2004. One day the follwoing year, I met a woman
named Yvonne Cadiz. She had been the first female captain at the legendary Daniel restaurant
in New York City, and she was spending a day working at Charlie Trotter’s to see if it was a good
fit for her. I introduced myself, then she looked at me for a long moment and asked, “What are
you doing working here?”That moment changed my life. Yvonne knew the instant she met me
that there was something more for me to do. We went to a Cubs game on our first date and got
married a year later, but that question she asked when we first met stuck with me. What was I
doing working at a restaurant that served French-inspired American cuisine only to the people
who could afford the most expensive meals? I spent half of my time with two phones glued to my
ears, balancing one on each shoulder as I called to find out what our East Coast produce vendor
was sending us before ordering the rest of what we needed from the West Coast. I felt like a
stockbroker, not a cook creating the aromas and flavors I had fallen for when I learned to
caramelize onions in culinary school. I wasn’t creating food to make people happy like when I
was a kid making English muffin pizzas to feed my cousins after school. It was a wake-up call for
me when I realized that my family never came in to eat. It wasn’t the kind of food or restaurant
that they felt comfortable with.When I was a young cook, I wanted to cook French food, and so
pursued jobs with French chefs. I didn’t think Korean food was as worthy as French food. But I
eventually realized that my food was just as important as French cuisine. I didn’t want to run
away from being Korean, but I knew I wouldn’t feel at home in Seoul anymore, either. I’m not just
Korean, or just American. I just wanted to be myself, and cook my food.I realized no one else
was cooking the food I loved, so I had to do it. Korean food has redefined itself many times since
I moved to America. Think about how many people believe it’s about street food tacos! What a
lot of people think of as “authentic Korean food” has changed, just as my cooking has evolved,
as my life has taken different directions. What I do—adding the flavors of Puerto Rican lechon



(roasted pork) or Vietnamese herbs or Indian tandoori—is authentic to who I am as a cook and
as a human being. I want to harness the traditions of my childhood and take them to the next
level. For immigrants like me, the food we grew up with is a legacy passed down from our parents
—a legacy not only of the country they came from, but also of the act of sheer daring it took for
them to move to a new country.I wanted to cook food that reflected my heritage of Korea and
Chicago, of kimchi and hot dogs. I wanted to share my experience of being from Korea, growing
up in Chicago, falling in love with sandwiches, making connections with my Italian neighbors
through food, navigating my way through culinary school and the French restaurant world, and
marrying a Puerto Rican woman who introduced me to her culture and her table. I am not a
formal person, so why couldn’t my food be more like me? I wanted to continue working with
farmers and sourcing the best ingredients while I re-created the flavors and fun of those family
barbecues in the park. I’m a descendant of Korean culture, but it doesn’t fully define me. People
meet the food before they meet the person, so do there really have to be borders on our cuisine?
After answering those questions, a lot of debate, and a ton of work later, Yvonne and I opened
our first restaurant, Urbanbelly, in August 2008. We served noodles, dumplings, and Korean rice
dishes. The food was as carefully prepared and the ingredients as rigorously sourced as at any
fine-dining place, but it was a casual counter-service spot next to a Laundromat in a strip mall.
The staff was just me, Yvonne, and my brother; we didn’t have to impress anyone else. We
opened on a Tuesday, thinking we could handle everything ourselves with just a couple of cooks
and a dishwasher, but after a day of trying to feed the line of people snaking out the door, we
had to hire four more people to keep the kitchen going. It made me so happy. The food and
restaurant that were in my heart had come to life, and it was what other people—Koreans,
Americans, whatever—wanted to eat, too. A couple of years later, we opened Belly Shack, our
love story told through a hybrid of Korean, American, and Puerto Rican food, and then bellyQ, a
modern Korean grilling restaurant.Sometimes, I still feel like that kid coming home from school
and soaking the rice for dinner while lining up a row of sandwiches for my brother and cousins.
But now, as my nephews, Alex, Drew, and Max, become more and more American, I want to
teach them about our family’s culture and food in a way that makes sense to them. We’ve
created a new world for ourselves, where our customers have become friends, like family, and
I’m cooking my own version of what it’s like to be a Korean American.How to Kung Fu Your
BBQSo what does kung fu mean when it comes to Korean barbecue? And why am I using a
Chinese martial arts term in a book about Korean grilling? Look, I’m still a Korean American kid
who loves Bruce Lee movies. The kung fu masters in those movies could always find a way out
of the toughest situations, even while they worked with apprentices, teaching them how to
succeed. So for me, Kung Fu grilling is about adapting to your environment wherever you are
and about passing your knowledge on to more people. It’s about taking the ingredients you have
on hand, the equipment you have to work with, and the time you have available and making the
absolute best out of them for everyone around you. If you can’t find water chestnuts at the store,
use jicama; if you don’t have a basting brush, use a bundle of herbs to brush sauce on your food.



Kung Fu is the perfection of your skills through hard work, creativity, and patience.When I think
about what Kung Fu means to me in the kitchen, I think about the people who have had an
impact on my food career, who taught me their ways: the Hungarian chef and Czech pastry chef
who ran that first culinary program and who encouraged me to keep studying, Michel Tournier
and his crazy screaming, Jean Banchet, Susanna Foo, and, of course, Charlie Trotter.Charlie
loved underdogs, which is why I think he picked me to run his kitchen. I try to follow his example
and hire underdogs to work with me. I want to help my cooks succeed because a lot of people
have counted them out. My cooking isn’t about being strict or traditional; I’d rather be open to the
ingredients and influences around me.Cooking Kung Fu style is about not taking yourself too
seriously or turning cooking into something that isn’t fun. You don’t have to know how to cook
traditional Korean food to cook from this book. I want you to enjoy yourself and learn the
fundamentals behind how to Kung Fu your grill, and that means making it stress free. I’ll teach
you the basics, but it’s more important to me that you understand how to take what I’ve
explained and create your own sauces and dishes. And most important, that you have fun. We’re
barbecuing here, so let’s hang out, have a good time with family and friends, and eat really
delicious food. That’s what life is about!The BasicsYou don’t need a ton of fancy equipment to
have a great barbecue. Here’s a list of what I consider my essentials, but don’t feel like you can’t
make the recipes in this book if you don’t have everything on this list. I’ve also included
guidelines for handling the food and doneness temperatures; instructions on heating the grill and
choosing your cooking method; and tips on cleaning up.The GrillWhat? You don’t have a wood-
fired oven in your backyard? Neither do I! In South Korea, people cook barbecue on grates
placed over steel drums filled with burning coals. That’s not a suggestion for you, but just a
reminder that you can create delicious barbecue without a fancy grill. The recipes in this book
assume you are cooking on a basic charcoal or gas grill, but you can even do it over a hibachi on
a small balcony. And if it’s raining, cold, the grill won’t light, or you just don’t feel like going
outside, you can light the broiler in your oven. It’s not the same as grilling, but it’s what I do when
it’s chilly in Chicago and I want to make some Korean barbecue at home. Just be sure to preheat
the broiler like you would a grill so that it’s hot when you put the food under it, and to watch the
food. Some recipes will take a minute or two longer to cook because the broiler won’t get as hot
as a grill.CHOOSING A GRILLDo you want a gas, charcoal, or wood grill? It depends on the
amount of space you have, your budget, and how much work you are willing to do. Charcoal and
wood impart unequaled smoky flavor, but when you want to make a quick dinner on a Tuesday
night after work, you can’t beat the convenience of a natural gas or propane grill. There are the
specialty grills, too, like the kamado, a traditional thick-walled Japanese circular charcoal-fueled
cooker, originally made of clay but now more commonly made of high-fire ceramic. Whatever
type of grill you get, make sure you know how to use it and are comfortable with it. The best type
of grill is the one you will use regularly.Also, before you start grilling, always make sure you have
more fuel—propane, charcoal, or wood—on hand than you think you will need. You’ll be happy
that you had that extra propane tank, bag of charcoal, or pile of wood when the grilling party



goes a little longer than you planned. And if you use charcoal or wood, be sure to buy products
that are not treated with chemicals. No one wants to eat a steak that smells and tastes like
lighter fluid!ToolsAlways keep your tools in great shape. Store those that are grill-specific in your
kitchen, not inside the grill or out in the sun and rain. Here is everything you’ll need, along with a
couple of good knives, a cutting board, wooden spoons, and assorted bowls and dishes.FOOD
PROCESSORYou can do anything with a sharp knife, but a food processor will make mincing
large amounts of ginger and garlic and mixing sauces go much more quickly. If you don’t have
one, consider buying an inexpensive mini food processor. It will cut down dramatically on your
chopping time, and you can get a good one for about thirty-five dollars. It’s not required, of
course, but it will make cooking the recipes in this book even easier.GRILL ACCESSORIESYou
will need a handful of basic tools when you are working at the grill. You’re going to be flipping
and turning a lot of things, so make sure you have good tongs for turning meats and vegetables
quickly and easily without losing them through the grate. I find the extra-long tongs with sharp,
jagged-edged pincers that are often sold with grills hard to use, but if you’re comfortable with
them, you should use them. Just be sure to handle the food gently. I like long metal tongs with
round, scalloped pincers. They act like extensions of my hands and allow me to handle hot food
without crushing or tearing it. I never use tongs on really delicate foods like fish, however. That’s
when you need a spatula (or two) to lift it off the grill without breaking it. A sturdy spatula that
allows you to flip everything from a shrimp to a steak without it bending is important, as is a meat
fork that is long enough to reach over those dancing flames.You’ll need a couple of basting
brushes for applying liquids to foods as they grill. I like to keep one brush for savory cooking and
one for sweet. That way, I don’t baste grilling peaches with the same brush I just used to brush
fish with garlic butter. If you are nervous about getting burned while grilling, be sure to have a
long oven mitt and a thick towel on hand so you will feel comfortable and safe as you work. A
thermometer is essential for checking the internal temperature of what you are cooking without
having to hack at the chicken breast or burger to see if it’s cooked; I like a digital thermometer
because it quickly displays the temperature. Finally, you’ll need a long-handled grill brush with
metal bristles to scrub cooked-on bits of food from the grate from time to time.GRILL PANA good
grill pan is essential for grilling cut-up vegetables or other small items or for anything especially
sticky or otherwise tough to maneuver on the grill grate. It will also make cooking entire meals on
the grill possible. I like ceramic grill pans because they are lightweight and easy to clean, but you
can use the same cast-iron grill pan you use on your stove top if you prefer. Just make sure
anything you put on the grill is oven-safe. Let it get nice and hot before you add something to it,
and make sure you don’t crowd the food, or you won’t get the nice char you want.HEAVY-DUTY
ALUMINUM FOILA few recipes in the book call for wrapping the meat in aluminum foil before it
goes on the grill. This is mostly because the meat is coated with a sticky sauce that you don’t
want to get all over your grill, so make sure you buy heavy-duty foil and don’t be afraid of using a
couple of layers. Repeat after me: it is better to spend a minute wrapping things in an extra layer
of foil than it is to take your grill apart and scrub sticky sauce off the grate or burners. Don’t ask



me how I learned this!MANDOLINEA mandoline is what we use in our restaurants to shave
super-thin pieces of cabbage, carrot, cucumber, or just about any vegetable. If you have one,
then you know how sharp the blade is. Never use a mandoline without the safety attachment—
no one wants a salad with bits of your thumb in it! If you don’t have a mandoline, an inexpensive
Asian slicer works just as well, or you can even run a vegetable peeler down the length of
vegetables such as carrots and cucumbers to create long, thin pieces.Handle Your Food
ProperlyHere are a few things to keep in mind to make sure you are barbecuing safely. Take the
food you will be cooking out of the refrigerator about 30 minutes before you want to put it on the
grill. That way, it will lose some of the refrigerator chill and cook more evenly. But don’t keep food
at room temperature too long before grilling it, especially meats, poultry, and seafood. No one
wants to be sick all night because he or she ate chicken that sat out in the sun for hours before
or after it was cooked.Be careful not to overload the grill with food. You should be able to see the
fire and the grate when you are cooking. If you can’t, you have put on more food that the grill can
handle. Also, don’t swab the food with too much oil. It will cause flare-ups and you’ll have a cloud
of smoke and a burned dinner before you know it. A light brushing is all you need.Raw or
undercooked meat can make you sick, so it is crucial to check temperatures when grilling (see
“Doneness Temperatures for Foods,” at right). Also, never put raw meat on top of a cooked item
on the grill; the juice will drip down onto it, and raw chicken juice dripping on a burger can
contaminate it with disease-carrying pathogens (and is no one’s idea of a good meal).After
grilling, let meat rest on a cutting board or serving platter for 5 to 10 minutes so the juices will
redistribute. If you cut into it too soon, the juices will run out, along with much of the flavor.Learn
the TemperaturesTwo sets of temperatures are important, one for the various foods you will be
grilling and one for the grill itself.DONENESS TEMPERATURES FOR FOODSYou can try to get
away with not using a thermometer, but you might burn a steak or two or serve an undercooked
piece of chicken, which is why I highly recommend you have a thermometer (see Tools).It is
especially important to check the temperature when grilling chicken or pork, so you don’t serve
raw or undercooked meat (see “Handle Your Food Properly,” at left). Here are the minimum
recommended internal cooking temperatures for chicken, pork, and beef burgers and
pieces:Beef or pork burgers: 160°FChicken or turkey burgers: 170°FChicken or turkey pieces:
165°FBEEF AND LAMBRare: 125°FMedium-rare: 130°FMedium: 135°FMedium-well: 145°FWell
done: 155°FPORKMedium-rare: 145°FMedium: 150°FMedium-well: 155°FWell done:
160°FGRILL TEMPERATURESEach recipe includes the temperature to which you need to heat
the grill before you put the food on it. The best way to know if the temperature has been reached
is to use the thermometer in the lid of the unit or hang an oven thermometer at the back corner of
the grate, so it’s not directly in the flames. If you don’t have a thermometer, you can use this hand
test to approximate the temperature: hold your hand, palm down, about 3 inches above the grill
grate and time how long you can keep it there before it gets too hot and you have to pull it
away.High heat (500°F to 650°F): 2 secondsMedium-high heat (400°F to 450°F): 3 to 4
secondsMedium heat (350°F to 375°F): 3 to 5 or 6 secondsMedium-low heat (300°F to 325°F):



7 to 8 secondsChoose Your Cooking MethodDo you want to use direct heat or indirect heat?
The answer depends on what you are cooking. Direct heat is quick cooking directly over the
coals or flames, while indirect heat is slower and away from the heat source.DIRECT
HEATDirect heat typically results in grill marks and amazing charred flavors. It’s like searing
something over a stove-top burner set on high. If using a charcoal grill, you’ll need to arrange the
hot coals in an even layer; if using a gas or propane grill, you’ll turn on all of the burners. With
either type of grill, I like to close the lid while cooking; it keeps the grill from losing its heat, and
helps cook everything evenly by containing the heat. I make an exception when I’m cooking
something very thin or something fatty that might flare up while cooking.FOODS TO GRILL
OVER DIRECT HEATMeats and poultry that are less than 1½ inches thick, like skirt steak and
chicken cutletsVegetables (unless they are very small or thinly sliced)Small shellfish, like
scallops or shrimpFish fillets or small whole fishTofuINDIRECT HEAT
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R. Payne, “Korean Flavors and Outdoor Cooking - Delicious. I am truly enjoying this book and its
recipes, and would recommend it highly. I have tried the Korean BBQ Salmon, Trout with Citrus
Nuoc Cham Butter, and Jerk Pork Tenderloin Kebabs and have loved each. Korean flavors have
seemed to gain more and more popularity over the last decade or so and I love to cook outside
in all forms (grilling, slow barbecuing, smoking, etc.), so I was excited for this targeted cookbook
when early reviews started coming out. After trying these recipes, I realized that the flavors so
far are more subtle, nuanced, and delicious than slapping gochujang on steak. One caution: the
recipes rely on seven master sauce recipes, so you typically will combine two or three sub-
recipes (i.e. curry salt, Korean BBQ sauce, Nuoc Cham Sauce) and combine them for several or
more different recipes. Not a problem for me, as I planned to cook several recipes over the next
couple of months.”

Ebook Library Unlimited Reader Little Starr, “Easy to use and versatile. This is the best cook
book I have on the shelf. Considering I collect antique/antiquated (they say words like oleo in
them) cook books and use many frequently trying to find things my 6 and 8 yr old will eat along
with a well traveled husband, saying this is the best cook book is saying I wish I could give it
more than 5 stars. My kids have eaten everything out of it and my husband won't stay out of the
sauces. Plus it is EASY TO USE! I have even experimented with the sauces off the grill in my
oven and on ceramic grill top on rainy days and still got all the yummy goodness (aka umami)
that comes off the grill. Have not tried one recipe that wasn't a hit.”

Gary T., “Complex grilling flavors!. Normally, I am not a fan of cookbooks in which many of the
recipes are "compound" recipes. What I mean by the word "compound" is that many, if not most,
of the recipes require multiple other recipes to be made that are also in the book. It isn't unusual
for a cookbook author to have a few standard spice rubs, but these call for multiple recipes to be
made (albeit, which can be stored for quite some time). However, I have been using several of
the author's marinades for years that were published in a cooking magazine so I soldiered on -
and I'm glad i did! The recipes are totally worth the effort. The layering effect of the spice mixes
and sauces are absolutely wonderful. The recipe for BBQ Spiced Chicken Thighs with Yogurt
Nuoc Cham Sauce hits it out of the ballpark. I like it when I cook for people and they immediately
want to know, "What is IN that?" If you want to shake up your grilling taste buds, I unreservedly
recommend this cookbook.”

Eugene Florence, “A Lifetime in 7 Sauces. I’ve just bought my 3rd copy of this book. I took a
Saturday afternoon to buy and make the sauces in double batches, and have the sauces in the
garage refrigerator. Since then I’ve been grilling and cooking from the book a few times a week
because with those money-in-the-bank sauces on hand I can make so many different, delicious
things to share with friends and family quickly and easily. Ridiculously easy! Billy Kim’s Korean



BBQ food is more than Korean, it reflects his journey as a chef, his relationship with his Puerto
Rican wife (Ko-Rican sauce with 26 cloves of garlic!) and new takes on “American” classics like
his Mama Kim’s Burger made with lemon grass sweet and hot chili sauce! By spending a
Saturday afternoon making sauces you can take what Billy Kim spent a lifetime to do, and whip
up some amazing BBQ anytime.”

Brad Mattix, “A lot of wisdom dwells between these covers!. Thank you Bill Kim for a very
concise, straight-forward, guide that has really helped me de-mystify Korean cuisine. The
mother sauces and spice mixes are the key to balance in the wide variety of Korean spices. I've
read the narrative throughout the book and have gained valuable insight. Having constructed
only three of the recipes within the book, I'm totally satisfied. I've made all of the sauces and
spices mixes. I can see an endless combination of uses for these perfectly balanced
combinations. The sauces alone are well worth the price of the book. Take your Asian cooking
to the next level. This book offers everything that you will need to get there. I couldn't be happier
with this book!  OUTSTANDING!”

Jeremy Jacobs, “Hands down the best cookbook I've ever used. It's hard to believe how much
we're enjoying our journey through this cookbook. Every recipe is not only delicious, but also
remarkably accurate -- timing and amounts are always spot on. Mama Kim's burgers have
displaced any other burger recipe in our household, my wife says the Korean Elotes are the
single best corn-dish she's ever had, and the Seoulthern Pimento Cheese has become our go-to
dip and spread. The use of a small set of sauces and seasonings that can be made, stored in
advance, and used to prepare multiple dishes is ingenious. The matrices for using up leftovers
also seem thoughtful and handy -- but we wouldn't know since there haven't been any leftovers
yet. If Bill Kim decides to publish another cookbook, we'll be the first in line to buy it.”

Jeff, “Great BBQ recipes and easy to make sauces - Love it ;). I already made some of the
recipes and they were all a winner...the writing and recipes are easy to follow...the 7 mother
sauces might take a little longer to make depending on your equipment and experience but
they're all easy to make and fun. You can find everything in a 99 Ranch (Chinese supermarket)
or Korean market - such as Zion or H Mart. For the Korean pepper make sure you look for it...it's
grounded and not spicy.Great book - now go enjoy and BBQ”

QuagLand, “Absolutely stunning.......but prep required.. By far this is the most used "bbq" recipe
I've had and it's only been a week. I have a Konro grill, with some diligent use of charcoal seems
to cope with anything in here. Amazing recipes which are (so far) not as spicy as they read,
though you could easily up the ante.Very easy to follow, great back story, which usually I never,
ever care about. Really good advise and tips in the first chapter and well worth reading along
with Bill Kim's backstory.As a few have mentioned though, it's all in the prep. Using "just" a few



base sauces and spices means you very often need 2 on hand for a dish. Therefore, follow his
advise, made a load in advance and keep in fridge to freezer. It makes cooking from the book so,
so much easier. You REALLY need to have a good stock of the base sauces and
seasonings.Besides how many times have you made a dish that uses a dash of this or that and
the bottle has gone back in the cupboard, never to be used again? Not so here, mass produce
these bases and you'll never have a partly used bottle of anything at the back of the
cupboard.Amazing, amazing, uh-may-zing.”

Mrs. E. M. Bradley, “ABSOLUTELY AWESOME!!!!. Oh My Word!!! This has just arrived and I
have to say this is the first book (and I have a HUGE collection of cookery books) that I honestly
want to try every single recipe! It is a beautiful book, a really interesting read with wonderful
pictures on almost every page and the recipes are just gorgeous - I literally cannot wait to go
shopping and grab some ingredients as I m starting tonight!! Thank you Bill Kim - you have
thoroughly cheered me up!!!”

ChocsAway, “Awesome book - I want to cook everything !. I bought this book about 2 weeks ago
and instantly wanted to try it out. I’ve got dozens of recipe books - but most are seldom
used.This book initially takes a little time and investment.Be prepared to make ALL the master
sauces and seasonings before you start. These store well and are actually very easy to do -
none require cookingOnce those are done, you can literally prep for any recipe in the book in just
a couple of minutes. It’s so quick !We’ve made 5 recipes in the last 7 days and I’m planning on
making another tomorrow....I can honestly see me making almost all the recipes in this book
over the next month!It really is incredible ...If you have to make one thing from this book, the
garlic and herb peanuts are simply to die for..”

Laurajane, “Brilliant book whether you BBQ or not. Brilliant book - the 5 recipes we have tried so
far are in our top ten recipes already, and we cook a lot. There are several recipes you don't
need to BBQ so if you don;t have one I'd give it a try....the crab dip alone is worth the purchase &
the template for using leftovers is brilliant!”

Chriseboy, “Very nice book. I don’t normally leave reviews but this book is the Most unusual and
exciting and I have over 300. It is a complete taste extravaganza. I have found the recipes have
also worked well with using the oven, not as good as the BBQ but very nice still.”

The book by Bill Kim has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 575 people have provided feedback.
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